Modeling promoter grammars with evolving hidden Markov models.
Describing and modeling biological features of eukaryotic promoters remains an important and challenging problem within computational biology. The promoters of higher eukaryotes in particular display a wide variation in regulatory features, which are difficult to model. Often several factors are involved in the regulation of a set of co-regulated genes. If so, promoters can be modeled with connected regulatory features, where the network of connections is characteristic for a particular mode of regulation. With the goal of automatically deciphering such regulatory structures, we present a method that iteratively evolves an ensemble of regulatory grammars using a hidden Markov Model (HMM) architecture composed of interconnected blocks representing transcription factor binding sites (TFBSs) and background regions of promoter sequences. The ensemble approach reduces the risk of overfitting and generally improves performance. We apply this method to identify TFBSs and to classify promoters preferentially expressed in macrophages, where it outperforms other methods due to the increased predictive power given by the grammar. The software and the datasets are available from http://modem.ucsd.edu/won/eHMM.tar.gz